Conceptualizing Russian Food in Emigration: Foodways in Culture Maintenance and Adaptation

Abstract: Food preparation and consumption is an essential part of culture. Leaving their homeland and finding themselves in a society with eating habits different from theirs, migrants face a dilemma of adapting their diets to those customary in their new place of residence or trying to maintain their food habits. Relying on the ethnographic method and applying thematic and critical discourse analyses, this article explores how Russian-speaking migrants discuss changes in their foodways and what role Russian food stores play in the life of immigrant communities. Material for analyses was drawn from fieldwork conducted in Finland, Germany, Israel, and Switzerland. It includes in-depth interviews, immigrants’ essays, and group discussions. We also studied culinary discussion groups on Facebook and documented linguistic landscape related to food consumption in the diaspora. Among the salient themes in the discourse dealing with eating habits abroad are food nostalgia, trying out familiar recipes with new products, evaluating traditional dishes of the host society, and re-evaluating Russian cuisine, searching for the right food in the new country and trying to showcase the best of one’s own cooking to other people. Immigrants’ discourse about food and the labels on the food products available in “Russian” stores outside Russia reveal frequent use of paroemias and quotations and allusions to Soviet and post-Soviet popular culture. Russian-speaking immigrants’ reflections about their old and new foodways reveal that they are an integral part of search for a new hybrid self-identity.
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Introduction

This article is devoted to eating habits and food talk in the Russian-language diaspora. Our goal is twofold: to show that attachment to the foodways of the home country is an essential part of migrants’ culture maintenance; the other one is to demonstrate that food discourse in the diaspora reflects adaptation processes and gradual hybridization of cultural practices of the newcomers. We chose this topic because of its pervasiveness in different modalities: oral talk, multimedia, and written documents. Another reason is that people’s perception of food and their eating habits change under stress (Steptoe; Popovic-Lipovac and Strasser). Migration is a stressful situation, in particular, if it is motivated by push rather than pull factors, which is the case for all waves of Russian emigration. Finally, food talk is a good source for analyzing how language use changes in the diaspora. We are particularly interested in the interconnection of everyday practices with language, culture, and the sense of belonging (Erikson).
One can hardly name a topic which is more cross-cultural, transnational, and intrinsic to human behavior than food. It has a high communication value and is suitable as a gambit to break the ice when strangers meet. Around the globe, we find that names of foods and their forms are among the first words learned by toddlers. Food discourse is related to cultivating plants and breeding animals; it covers buying, preserving, preparing, consuming, and enjoying food. Food vocabulary is vital for a variety of genres, such as menus, advertising, recipes, and restaurant reviews. Numerous food metaphors tell us about the nature of life in different societies and testify to numerous socio-economic changes that have occurred over time thanks to technological developments (Rogova). While in poor societies people are preoccupied with obtaining amounts of food sufficient for survival, in affluent ones, the quality of food, menus suitable for children, seniors, weight watchers, and people suffering from health problems are more frequent.

In rich countries, different styles of food consumption are subject to fashions and are often discussed in the media, including Russian-speaking media outside Russia. Despite being omnivorous, some people turn into vegetarians or vegans, while others try to model their nutrition following celebrities’ diets and rituals (Huynh and Olsen; Peterson). Culinary TV programs are popular in many countries, enabling viewers to learn from famous chefs. In Russia, a popular culinary show Smuck [savor] was run for many years by the rock musician Andrey Makarevich who shared his own recipes and invited other stars of the show business to show off theirs. When the program was canceled on TV, Makarevich licensed and moved it to YouTube. When he immigrated to Israel, it came to be shown on the Russian-language TV channel “Nine Plus,” expanding the repertoire of dishes to the cuisine of European Jews.

Today, many cities offer culinary tours introducing participants to local specialties. Guidebooks include chapters on local foods and describe gastronomic experiences awaiting tourists. All these sources provide rich material for linguo-anthropological analysis (e.g., Stöckl). Moreover, symbolic functions of food names and discussions about their role in the history of mankind have evolved into a critical foodway analysis in literary studies (Ceisel). In their turn, linguists often investigate the functions of food metaphors and paroemias in narratives and everyday speech.

Traditional systems of nutrition tend to change in the aftermath of mass migrations, both for immigrants and for members of host societies. Other factors affecting popular interest in food are the increasing internationalization of food consumption, and our contemporaries’ wish to have new impressions on an everyday basis (cf. Panayi). Due to the pervasiveness and diversity of food-related topics, the number of conversational analysis studies focusing on talk about healthy and ecologically safe foods, dietary principles, stories about exotic meals, table talk, and other related subjects is growing (Dürrschmid; Rozin and Rozin; Szatrowski). Food is related to senses and also to social norms, emotions, and, in effect, to the identity formation (Parasecoli; Ward and Simner). The first home of a person is often associated with emotional comfort and one’s favorite dishes. Connotations and collocations of dishes’ nomenclature display social variables. In popular parlance of the Russian-speaking people, some of the ethnicities are associated with their favorite foods: the Uzbeks are known for their attachment to pilaf which is derided in ethnic jokes; a prototypical Belorussian cannot live without potatoes, and Italians are sometimes referred to as makaronniki [spaghetti eaters], a jocular and slightly pejorative epithet. A similar case is the naming of different immigrant groups by using food names. Thus, in the 1990s, the Russian-speaking immigrants to Israel were sometimes referred to as kolbasnaya alia [a sausage immigration wave], implying that ex-Soviets were not motivated by Zionism but escaped the economy of shortages in their home country. After the Russian annexation of the Crimea in 2014, when the West imposed sanctions against Russia, immigrants from Russia came to be dubbed syrnaya alia [cheese immigration wave] since imported cheeses became expensive and difficult to get in Russia. The war in Ukraine made many Ukrainians, as well as Russians, emigrate to Israel. It was enough for just one newcomer to ask in a Facebook group where one could get pumpkin latte in Israel, when this exotic drink came to become a metonymy for the entire group.

Food discourse reveals a wide spectrum of human pleasure and disgust connected to smells, appearance, and taste of different foods. This is the sphere of cognition and recognition elaborated in the course of multiple experiences. If the structure of cuisines is a cross-linguistic argument for the specificity of the culinary meta-language (Jurafsky; Vainio et al.), then migrating foodways of our contemporaries provide important information about the nature of our adaptation to new surroundings. Moreover, conversations about foods and eating
habits add to our understanding of how migrants integrate into their host societies both physically and spiritually. At the same time, they reveal the salience of childhood memories about food for diasporic culture maintenance.

Culture maintenance in migration is closely related to the preservation of festive traditions, and their essential part is cooking specific dishes for different holidays. Even among the secular, cooking and eating these dishes is akin to rituals (Fialkova and Yelenevskaya, 161–165). Foods for festivities and also for funerals differ from everyday menus. In many countries, food is also season-dependent (Von Bremzen). Culture is omnipresent in the linguistic descriptions of food preparation and consumption (Kittler et al.). Nutritional habits reflect the interplay between identities and duties, traditions and trendiness, as well as inter- and out-group assessment. Moreover, historical origins of dishes together with their fluctuating names tell us about migrations of peoples and their linguistic and cultural contacts.

In the process of resettling, those who have moved to a distant country with a different climate often have to get used to nutritional habits markedly different from those in their home countries. Opening up to new ingredients and recipes, as well as adopting popular dishes of host societies, is an essential part of integration. Picking up ingredients for culinary purposes, utilizing leftovers, preparing food at home using precisely ordered ingredients, and other new habits are often discussed in societies on the move (Laakso; Mäkelä and Niva). Notably, if immigrants want to present their culture and traditions to members of the majority, they usually cook and play their ethnic music.

In this article, we consider some typical themes of the Russian-speaking immigrant foodways, like familiar recipes under new circumstances, nostalgic feelings connected with food and festivities, understanding of the variability of foodways, and using culinary to connect with people.

Material and Method

Material for this study was drawn from a variety of sources. We used fragments devoted to food and eating habits from over 50 biographic in-depth interviews which we conducted in Finland, Germany, Israel, the USA, and Switzerland. We organized 13 group discussions and asked 12 immigrants to Finland to write essays. We monitored Facebook groups in which participants exchanged recipes and shared their culinary experiences in their host countries and during trips. As immigrants ourselves, we analyzed changes that have occurred in the nutrition of our families, cooking styles, and attitudes to food since we left Russia. We also kept ethnographic diaries, making notes of table talk, our friends’ conversations about their changing eating habits, and chats overhead in “Russian” food stores in Finland, Germany, Israel, and the USA. We also collected over 200 photos of signs in “Russian” food stores and restaurants in the countries in which we conducted fieldwork. All the material for analysis is in Russian and translating the unedited excerpts quoted in the article we tried to preserve the style and mannerisms of the original.

So, our data are multimodal and may seem to be eclectic, but the ethnographic approach which we chose as our methodology welcomes the collection of different types of data and application of different research strategies in order to discover salient patterns and themes, but also locating absences and irregularities (Brewer, Dutta, 72). We were guided by the objective to understand the social meanings of food and food talk of the diasporans which involved participation in discussions, informal conversations, and joint preparation of food with our participants. The participatory style of our fieldwork assured us that the data we collected were grounded in the participants’ experiences. We do not intend to speak on behalf of our participants, but it is important for us to make their voices audible. We also used our interviews, and face-to-face and Facebook discussions to create and fine-tune our analytical approach and framework (Okely).

In our analytical work, we relied on thematic analysis, viewing themes as patterns of shared meaning supported or united by a core concept or statement. The key themes chosen for analysis are a result of repeated work with the data involving comparisons, inclusion, and exclusion of motifs. Thematic analysis helps us understand how individuals make meaning of their experience; it also shows how the broader social context impacts these meanings (Braun and Clarke). We also relied on critical discourse studies, perceiving
discourse as social practice, which implies a dialectical relationship between a particular discursive event and the situations, institutions, and social structures which frame it. The social context is vital for the ethnographic approach, thematic analysis, and critical discourse studies. According to the pioneers of critical discourse analysis, Fairclough and Wodak, “Discourse is socially constitutive as well as socially conditioned – it constitutes situations, objects of knowledge and the social identities of and relationships between people and groups of people.” What is important for us in this project is that discourse helps sustain and reproduce the social status quo between groups and it can also contribute to transforming it. Diasporans discussing their foodway may be unwittingly participating in the juxtaposing their ingroup to host societies, their old eating habits to the new ones influenced by the habits of the majority, and in effect the culture of their homeland to the culture of the host society.

What is Russian in the Russian Cuisine?

When Russian speakers find themselves abroad, whether thanks to tourism or due to migration, they are surprised to see that many dishes they thought to be Russian are similar to the traditional cuisine of other peoples. This discovery perplexes people who are used to the Soviet and post-Soviet propaganda persuading the Russian public that their motherland is unique in all domains. So, reflections on typical Russian dishes and the difference between the food of the host country and the food familiar from childhood are frequent topics of the diasporic discourse.

In the interviews we conducted in Finland and Germany, we asked about the most important component of the Russian culture, and a typical response was “food”: P.N. “Food always comes to mind when I answer this question, and it is important to say what is different abroad.” Reflecting on their foodways, immigrants discuss related concepts trying to make sense of what ethnic cuisine is:

GS: Russian cuisine. But what is it? We have bliny, but they are everywhere. Only if they are eaten with caviar or salted fish...
VK: Pelmeni, manty [Russian and Turkic words for “ravioli”, plov [pilaf] – but they are all Soviet, one may even say, Asian.
MK: What is purely Russian? Pirozhki [small pies] and bliny.

Bliny was one of the most frequently mentioned dishes (after borschch, which was mentioned as both Russian and Ukrainian), although there is no real specificity in their preparation, and the recipes are varied. Other opinions given were “Schchi da kasha pishcha nasha” [an old saying: cabbage soup and cooked cereals are our staples], “Salad Olivier [a dish known to the international consumer as the “Russian salad”].” “Cooked cereals are important!” Some participants believe semolina is the most hated food in the Russian culture, but it happens to be a favorite in Finland. Buckwheat is uncommon as a garnish in Finland, although it is known as flour. In most Western countries, buckwheat was seldom included in the diet; only today when healthy grains are all the rage, it is gradually becoming accepted; but in Russia, it is viewed as an indispensable part of a good menu. This is what one of our interviewees living in Switzerland said:

OT: In terms of everyday life, our home is still Russian. It is not that I make Olivier salad all the time or something of the kind, but we buy buckwheat all the time.
Interviewer: Sure. How would we live without buckwheat! (Both laugh).
OT: Yes. We have buckwheat, and borschch, too. Sometimes. Once a month.
Interviewer: The trouble is that buckwheat is not roasted.
OT: Oh, no. We have Turkish buckwheat. It’s very good.
Interviewer: In the supermarkets it’s not what we are used to.
OT: Sure, it’s green there. I only buy it from the Turks. But then it turns out that it is brought from somewhere else, from as far away as Kazakhstan.

1 All the names of Russian dishes and those in the languages of other peoples of the ex-Soviet Union are given in italics. Insertions in the languages of receiving societies are italicized and bold.
Note that foods were among the first things that determined the Russian lifestyle for our interviewee, although later she says that she is not into culinary. The popularity of buckwheat may have increased in the late Soviet decades when it was in short supply after Nikita Khrushchev’s ill-vised decision to replace staple grains with corn.

The following excerpt from a Facebook post of a Russian-speaking émigré in Britain tells us how difficult it is to create a common ground for a discussion about favorite foods with members of the host society, and what kind of effort it takes to do this:

**YK:** The other day I had to explain about the Russian cuisine. Mostly about kefir and cooked cereals. Even in our god-forsaken corner they now sell Polish kefir not only in specialized supermarkets, but also in Sainsbury’s. The situation with grains is like this: they sell buckwheat even in Midlands at many stores, and exotic food lovers and other vegans buy it. The British find it hard to believe me when I tell them about the role of buckwheat in the life of Russian people, because [for them] it is like burgers made of tofu and quinoa! Sort of, this is not for everybody. That is, they make a face: “Really!! How very interesting!”, which, if you translate it from British, means: “Come on, stop lying!” Things with semolina and rice are better: they sell them everywhere and they are widely used in puddings and baking. So, you explain that you can make semolina porridge and put lots of jam on top. And in response the British will say: “Sounds like something little kids might enjoy”. This is what I explain about cooked rice: So, you have rice pudding. It’s similar, but without raisins and you don’t bake it. The only thing that is totally alien for the British is cooked millet. Do you eat this budgie food because you lack normal products?” [reproduced with permission]

Descriptions of how members of host societies respond to Russian favorite foods are frequent and are often full of humor, but also suggest the motif of superiority in the attitude to different “others.” Wives in mixed families tell stories of how their foreign husbands were first shocked by unusual combinations of foods, but gradually came to like their wives’ additions to their family menus. There is hardly a description in which buckwheat and dairies are not mentioned.

Fermented milk products often puzzle Russian-speaking newcomers and are a never-ending source of discussions in immigrants’ chat groups. Indeed, they differ from country to country. Smetana (thick sour cream) rules Russian cuisine as it is an indispensable ingredient for a variety of dishes. Russian-speaking immigrants write on the Internet-forums that they try to replace smetana with different other products, such as Finnish kermavili, German Schmand, Armenian matzoon, French crème fraîche, Greek yogurt, Israeli shamenet, and English curd. Rarely anything can match rjazhenka or varenec, i.e., baked milk that underwent lactic acid fermentation – a unique and much-loved drink in the Russian-speaking world. Here is what a Finnish participant reported, which was confirmed by several others:

**AX:** We use Estonian smetana, we buy it in an Estonian store, and there, it is cheaper: in Kalinka [a popular store with ‘Russian’ products] it costs 1 euro 70 cents per half a kilo. There are two Estonian stores nearby, we also buy there. If we cannot buy there, we buy Estonian Delicierst, we can do it in 'Ko' and in 'Es' [abbreviations of Finnish commercial chains]. We eat smetana with tvorog and with borsch. Not with Finnish tvorog maïtorahka [quark, cottage cheese in Finnish], they sell German tvorog in the S-market, it should be 1 euro 19. Of course, my grandmother made it herself or bought it at the market, and it was different.

Many émigrés complain that among the foods they miss most is tvorog, a Russian version of quark, but which is drier and firmer than a quark. One can find it in Israel, both in the stores owned by Russian-speaking émigrés and in supermarkets. Immigrants report that recently, a product under the original name written in Cyrillic came to be produced in France and is quite similar to the original version. A Facebook blogger from Sweden proudly announced that she had managed to find a way to get the “right” product: tvorog is easy to make if you put 1 kg of Greek yogurt into a microwave oven for 15 min, and then, let it rest in a sieve until it becomes dense. This was followed by dozens of various other suggestions of how to make the much-loved dairy product at home and numerous recipes of syrniki (crepes made of tvorog).

All participants admitted that their everyday culture and eating habits had changed after emigration. The problem of hybridization of culinary habits in the Russian cuisine was known to American Russians from the beginning of their settlement in the USA (e.g., Smith, 824). According to Caldwell (143), the Korean–Russian immigrants in South Korea complain about the food they encounter in their regained country of ethnic origin. They started growing vegetables for themselves, and when traveling back to Russia, they bring suitcases full of
their favorite foods to satisfy their needs. Culinary habits are an essential part of migrants’ adaptation to a new country and a search for a new identity (cf. Agyeman and Giacalone; DuPuis et al.; Gabaccia; Wallach).

Some of the participants remarked that the Russian culinary culture is not just the things you swallow, but how food is served, how people sit around the table, how they communicate during a meal, and the way and the order in which they eat specific dishes (e.g., Bernstein: 7, 16–17). Many families have brought with them dinner and tea services, silverware, tablecloths, and objects of Russian crafts like gzhel and khokhloma. These are sometimes put on display and are used to serve festive meals in order to create a nostalgic “Russian atmosphere.”

In the post-Soviet period, internationally popular foods entered the Russian food market and led to borrowings and new word coinages, but also triggered errors and misspellings in the culinary linguistic repertoire (Perotto; Protassova, “Russkoe Pole”). Another post-Soviet trend was inventing literary loaded names of dishes alluding to old folkloric Russia, nineteenth-century Russia, or to the Soviet times (Rozanova et al.). While in the Soviet times talk about food was often devoted to the triumphs of getting hold of foods that had disappeared from grocery stores and inventing new recipes that could ingeniously replace ingredients that were v defitsite [in short supply] by simpler ones, in the new millennium an improved situation on the food market contributed to the emergence of a new manner of speaking about gastronomic delights.

The notion of “Russian food” differs from generation to generation. Descendants of the White émigrés still partly preserve the practice based on the pre-revolutionary cuisine, although adapted to modern ingredients (Protassova, “Kulinarnye Predpochtenija…”). In Finland, they cook beef tongue with horseradish and make vinegret (a salad consisting of boiled beets and potatoes mixed with peas, raw onions, and pickled cucumbers), which also entered the Finnish Christmas cuisine, although without potatoes. Another loanword in Finnish is the name of the Easter dish paskha (creamy and spiced cottage cheese with candied fruit). The Finnish version, pasha, pronounced as “pasa” deviates from the Russian normative paskha and dialectal paska. The latter would be hardly acceptable, as it is an interlingual homonym with the Finnish “shit.” White-émigré descendants eat herring (salted is preferred, while the default Finnish version is sweetish). Borshch, in which pickled beets are used, is eaten with pieces of sausages, and rassolnik (soup with kidneys, pearl barley, and pickled cucumbers) is not as thick as in Russian recipes. In Russia, the cabbage pie has dough on top while in Finland the cabbage filling is left exposed and is decorated with mayonnaise. Vatrushka, a sweet pie with tvorog filling, is usually round and small while in Finland it is big and rectangular.

Different generations favor dishes, which were ranked as delicacies in their childhood and youth (Protassova, “Russian-Speaking Women Abroad…”). Some like deep-fried meat pies widely considered unhealthy in the West; others prefer honey pies deemed too sweet by weight watchers. Memories of tasty meals are connected to places, people, and circumstances. Therefore, immigrants’ nutrition styles vary, depending on the number of years lived abroad, but also on the year of emigration. Other factors influencing their menus are contacts with the local cuisine, which is considerably stronger in mixed than in all-immigrant households. Other factors are the degree of acquaintance with the fine versus everyday cuisine and the extent of exposure to the customs of the host society, including festive mores, seasonal dishes, and others. The overall influence of other food impressions (e.g., visits abroad) is also crucial.

In their famous book “Russian Cuisine in Exile,” Vail and Genis write:

“The threads that tie a man to his homeland are many and varied: a rich culture, a mighty people, a glorious history. But the strongest threads stretch from the homeland to the soul. These are not mere threads but more like ropes, Manila ropes. You can argue about culture, ethnicity, and history until morning, but can there really be a controversy about dried fish?” (Vail and Genis: xi)

Enumerating foods and drinks most popular among the Russian-speaking émigrés of the 1970s and 1980s, they come to the conclusion that menus composed of these products helped overcome difficulties in a foreign country and make life more joyful (ibid.: xii). Russian food was also among the markers of the Russian culture for representatives of the “White emigration” who left their home country in the upheaval of the October revolution and the Civil War. Morozoff and Goncharoff chocolates in Japan (Figure 1), merengue-based dessert Pavlova with its country-specific variants, the tea brands Wissotzky (since 1849) in Israel, Kusmi (since 1867,
from Kousmichoff in France, and Sergejeff (since 1873) in Finland are such examples. A case in point is the poet Larissa Andersen who was born in Khabarovsk and lived in China, Korea, Japan, India, Vietnam, and other countries. She died in France aged over 100. She wrote “I thought Russia was books. Everything we learned by heart. As well as borshch, pancakes, pie, and gingerbread. And quiet songs, and gentle sadness” (Alexander-Garrett). Russian cuisine was dear to many hearts in exile.

**Transformative Food Habits in the Immigrant Homes**

Buying, processing, and consuming food produced and sold in the host countries facilitates immigrants’ integration, but when newcomers do not speak the language of the host country, choosing the needed products may be not at all simple. Is the price indicated on a tag per kilogram or per packet? What is the distinction between dozens of jars with dairies? Why do vegetables and fruit that look glossy cost much less than those that are ill-shapen and blemished? How can one distinguish between chicken schnitzels and their imitation made of corn? Years after migration, some of our participants remember the confusion and shame they experienced in the supermarkets. Used to being literate and able to read any sign, they initially felt helpless and wasted too much time shopping. But these difficulties encouraged immigrants to learn new words. Bright pictures on the packages intended to attract customers often serve as picture dictionaries for new immigrants and facilitate acquisition of vocabulary of the language of the majority. No wonder that food names are among the first ones learned by immigrants in local languages. Veterans of the Russian-speaking communities share their knowledge of the local foods and their names with the greenhorns. Thus, a popular Israeli Facebook group “Tasty Cuisine (Israel)” (108,035 members) features a glossary of Israeli food products (facebook.com/groups/129361817410389/permalink/2698752500229640, retrieved 14 November 2022). Posted in 2020, it received 515 likes, 449 comments, and was shared 81 times, although it is far from being comprehensive. The author formulates her goal as follows:
Besides the names of different foods, the glossary gives their description, potential use in cooking, and their names in the Hebrew script. The commentators take the task further by adding many items which do not appear in the featured text, posting photographs of the labels, and comparing some products with their closest “relatives” in the Russian/Soviet cuisine. Some users argue with the author of the glossary, but the majority are grateful:

NL: What a great job, what a post!!! Great respect and huge thanks to you! I have just arrived here, and I have so many questions!!! And I couldn’t understand first, why cottage)

PO: Thanks for such great tips. It helps a lot. I remember that when I arrived here it took me a long time to figure out things about fermented-milk products. I was looking for lactose-free milk and couldn’t find it, but then it turned out there were even two different brands available.2

In the era of globalization, the knowledge of how to translate food vocabulary is important and is becoming a subject of research itself. In Finland, e.g., teaching Russian is often accompanied by lessons on the Russian cuisine. Moreover, a dictionary of food terms was compiled (Räätänen); however, translations are not always congruent with the views of an average Russian speaker living in Finland, as it often happens when individual oral verbalizations are confronted by rules of normalization. Older generations of Russian speakers in the diaspora, those who grew up and matured in the USSR, remember the ice cream prices of their youth, as well as wine and vodka prices. In fact, competing in who remembers the price of every single food product in specific periods of Soviet history turns into an amusing game at parties or during group interviews.

Facebook discussions about foods eaten away from the home country attract dozens of participants. Some admit that only thanks to an opportunity to taste other peoples’ cuisines they started thinking about differences in tastes and interconnections between food traditions and cultural specificity of tastes. Here are excerpts of a discussion that reveal immigrants’ reflective attitudes to new foods and their appreciation of acquiring new culinary experiences and tastes (retrieved 27 May 2023):

SL: Before moving to Spain, I didn’t like cheese. I didn’t see it as food but as an insult. Among the regional foods I like Galician best. Everything there reminds me of my childhood in my granny’s home in Ukraine. <...> I like fried eggs with potatoes and onions (tortilla con patata). It is served as an appetizer (tapa) almost in any bar. <...> And also rice with saffron mixed with sausage, meat and sea food. It’s very tasty. There are things I got used to and I like them: Spanish cheese, sausages, lentils, Spanish toasts with tomatoes, fried squids, etc. But there are also things I haven’t got used to. And it’s normal. I don’t have to mimic everything. After all, I am not Spanish. My tastes have changed in Spain, or Spain has changed my tastes. I like how they use spices here. I like jamon [Spanish “ham”] with melon and pâté with jam.

MG: Well, I don’t really like the combination of meat, etc. with “sweet” spices in the Arabic, Persian and Indian cuisine.

OZ: In Slovenia, they always serve fish with ground garlic... This seems weird to me)))

LK: I love saffron, I never cook rice without saffron, and of course I also put it into soups. Meat with cinnamon, that’s a bit weird))) And curry is great.

DB: In the past 12 years I have lived in different countries, including Europe, Asia and the Middle East. And I borrowed tastes and spices from each of the new countries. Now I cannot even determine the style of the dishes I cook—a Tartar pilaf with...
Arabic spices, a Thai salad with Chinese ingredients, Indian dhal together with rabbit Maltese style... My latest discovery was Palermo cuisine with its Moroccan influence: peanuts, pepper, cinnamon. Coriander and mint (in a meat dish!) is a very unusual combination.

YA: And I like everything to be very simple, without refinements.
DB: It's wonderful that we are all so different.

Chats in Facebook food lovers' groups are often triggered by provocative posts which go far beyond recipes, but raise questions of why people emigrate, how they perceive host societies and their culture, how to cope with nostalgia, what the attitude of the local population to Russians is and others. A case in point is a post in the group “What shall we cook for dinner” https://www.facebook.com/groups/gotovim.uzhin. The group is public with over 1.3 million members living in Russia and in the diaspora. One of the active members living in Guinea published a text accompanied by pictures (retrieved 20 May 2023):

AP: The most popular breakfast here is americano and half a baguette with mayonnaise or margarine (0.1€). But if you have 0.6€, you can afford bread with an omelet. The recipe is complicated, and it is important not to miss any details. Whisk ONE egg with 1/3 of a middle-size onion. In the picture you can see that the client paid as much as 0.7€ because he asked to have a tomato added and they generously threw into his omelet ¼ of a tiny little tomato. Now let's take butter and separate it from the remaining pieces of previously cooked omelets. The butter has to be brown—this is important. If the color is not intense enough, simply use it to fry fish. Now that our butter is ready, let's pour it into a frying pan. Not much, no more than half a pan, but no less than one third. When the butter starts smoking, pour the egg with the onion into the pan. It will immediately start rising and swelling. Keep frying until it gets gold-colored. An important detail—gold-color has to be brown. Now cut half of your baguette lengthwise and spread mayonnaise lavishly. Put a lot of mayonnaise, otherwise your sandwich won't be tender enough, since you put so little butter. <...> There is no reason to economize on yourself, is there? Voila, our tasty and healthy breakfast is ready. Enjoy your meal!

Within 5 h, the post accumulated 246 “likes” and 114 comments and was shared twice. Some commentators discerned the author's irony and responded in a matching style:

KF: I hope all the protagonists of this story have survived [I hope] their livers haven't crashed and they haven't fallen victim to salmonella and all sorts of dysenteria.
OD: Hmm. Tomorrow morning I'll saturate my body with cholesterol. I feel I really want such an exotic breakfast. No joking, I might even cook it right now.

Some others were shocked and even scolded the author for her lack of compassion and derision of other people's eating habits:

MPP: How terrible!
LR: I feel sorry for everyone; for the local inhabitants and for you, since for some reason you have to live in an atmosphere so unpleasant for you and amongst alien culinary habits. It is all very sad.
IN: One can feel your sarcasm and displeasure with the local cuisine in your recipe. Just like in your previous posts. Yes, people don't eat like this when their life is jolly. This is sad. But after all, no one dragged and forced you to move to that country. I live in France now. Some of the dishes cooked here are rather strange, and not everyone eats well. But it wouldn't occur to me to write about it... It's not very nice you know [...] 

The author of the post assured her audience that there was no need to worry about her because nobody forced her to stay in Africa, and she likes the people surrounding her. In fact, some of the participants residing in various parts of Africa revealed that to their own surprise they had become attached to the continent, and food is also a factor.

Commentators ask each other where they live and work, and exchange remarks about the benefits and risks of living away from the homeland. Those who work in Africa, India, and Indonesia admit that they are afraid of eating street food and in local eateries because they do not trust their hygiene. There seems to be a consensus among the commentators that tasting new dishes is safer when you cook them yourself. In general, in this and similar threads, you can see two conflicting attitudes to the food of “the other” – openness and curiosity:

DT: A., please keep posting your photo reports. It is so interesting to learn how people live in different countries. Good luck to you!
AG: It’s very interesting to have a glimpse of different corners of the world!

or caution and suspicion:

SO: Doesn’t your subconscious alarm you, “don’t eat it, otherwise you’ll turn into a little goat”? After all you are throwing God-knows-what into your own dear stomach.

In the last remark, SO alludes to a Russian folk tale in which an elder sister is imploring her little brother not to drink water from a puddle. The brother did not obey and, indeed, turned into a kid. Popular reading for little children; this tale may still cultivate mistrust of unknown foods and drinks among our contemporaries. As Kabakova remarks, in the East-Slavic cultures, some foods and some ways of preparing dishes are forbidden (e.g., meat of some animals). These taboos are not related to the fear to violate Christian beliefs but to some other principles and prejudices rooted in folk traditions. An example of such customs is a habit of taking an emptied bottle off the table, saying that the dead body, called mertviak in Moscow and zhmurik in St. Petersburg, should be removed.

The language of the posts and comments in these discussion threads is worthy of attention. We often come across foreign names of foods and kitchen equipment (e.g., baguette, americano, tapa, and tortilla). Some of these insertions are given in English, French, Spanish, or German (Zwiebelschnitzel, “Well done не получится” [Well done won’t work], “видела рецепт в slowcooker” [I saw a recipe in a slow cooker]; others appear in Cyrillic (фуа гра [foie gras], крем шарлотт [charlotte cream]) and with Russian affixes, which testifies to the integration of these words into the Russian language (закхёйт [they will hate], закхолестеринус [I’ll saturate my body with cholesterol], из slaisa svezhego ogurtse [from a slice of a fresh cucumber]).

Since participants live in different countries, one can find discussions about regional names of foods. Although the language of communication is Russian, some comments are in Ukrainian (e.g., добре scho vchasno pochitaiti [good that you have read it on time]), or with elements of the South Russian and Ukrainian pronunciation imitated in writing, e.g., sho instead of chto. Notably, these insertions do not trigger hostile responses, which, unfortunately, often occurs today when Russian and Ukrainian chat-group participants interact. On some occasions, participants appeal to the folk wisdom, quoting proverbs, e.g., na vkus i tsvet tovarischei net [everyone to his own taste], vidit oko, da zub neimet [there’s many a slip twixt cup and lip].

Historically, in many cultures, including Russian, cooks at home were women, and cooks in restaurants were men. The theme of who has the skills and authoritative knowledge of how to cook is closely connected to family life and changing roles of the household members. Mothers and grandmothers are usually associated with the warmth of the kitchen, relaxed atmosphere, and sensory pleasure, as are their specialties. Holm et al. insist that in Scandinavia and Finland, women cook less, and men cook more. The division is more evident between ethnic traditions in mixed families. When husbands belong to the majority culture, they are more knowledgeable as to what foods are suitable on what occasions and for what purpose. At the same time, many respondents mention that in their families of origin, men had their specialties, primarily dishes for festive occasions. The less Russian cuisine is part of the family repertoire, the more men are involved in the process.

New culinary practices mark the beginning of a second, post-migration life, which is represented in experience narratives side by side with memories of pre-emigration experiences. People associate their previous eating experiences with family meals and important events in their families. Homemade food from their childhood is part of nostalgia for the past, and narratives about it revitalize migrants’ previous identities. Like other types of nostalgia, food nostalgia is deeply social. It increases interconnectedness and self-positivity and facilitates coping with the present and hoping for a better future (Sedikides et al.). No wonder then that talk about dishes familiar from childhood is so frequent in immigrant groups. Migrants may be more likely than others to seek out nostalgic experiences via food in order to oppose feelings of threat, loneliness, and discomfort (cf. Green et al.).

Interrelations between culture, bilingualism, and cognition are common (De Groot; Grosjean), yet food practices are seldom discussed in this respect. Today, mixing cultures, including food cultures, is becoming a habit in many families (West et al.). Sometimes, openness to new tastes is deliberate and is seen as trendy. At
the same time, globalization has made fusion cooking so pervasive that we are not even aware of where some of our favorite dishes come from. The fusion of different traditions is studied in diverse domains and proves that multilingual persons perceive and name the world differently than monolinguals.

**Reflections Around Food**

The following excerpt from an essay of an immigrant of the 1990s shows that even those who left Russia as teenagers are familiar with the “Soviet culinary classics”:

**AS:** I came to Finland as a teenager, aged 12, and the school canteen formed my views of the Finnish cuisine, and culinary lessons in particular. We lived in a small, yet wealthy town, where school food was generously sponsored, children ate tasty things, and menus were diverse. In my everyday life, I cook predominately Finnish dishes; nevertheless, if I think more deeply, their analogies can be found in the menus of the people in Russia, like meatballs and burgers. During feasts, we serve Soviet classics (Olivier and herring under the fur coat [a layered herring salad with finely chopped potatoes, beets, carrots, onions and hard-boiled eggs richly seasoned with mayonnaise]) adapted to local products. I also draw [recipes] from the Internet, and then, it’s international cuisine. I like Finnish food: it is not too sophisticated, and it does not take too much time to cook. I also think that Finnish dishes are less fat than traditional Russian ones, but, frankly, I actually never make traditional dishes.

For many Russian-speakers, homemade food symbolizes quality. In Soviet times, restaurants and cafeterias were rather few and could not accommodate everyone who wished to eat out. Moreover, in the absence of competition and due to frequent food shortages restaurants could not boast high quality or sophistication. No wonder then that these institutions were often ridiculed in movies and satire. Today, Russia’s food market abounds in eateries of different styles, offering various ethnic cuisines and cooking styles, so new immigrants sometimes miss the diversity of foods they could enjoy back in Russia. The following quotations are excerpts from the essays:

**OK:** If I need any ingredients that are not available in an ordinary store here, I buy them in an Estonian store. I don’t buy ready-made Finnish meals, because I am not accustomed to their taste, and I don’t like them. Especially mayonnaise and salads made with it. I don’t buy Finnish cakes either. I try to bake myself or, in case of emergency, I can buy something in the Estonian store.

**KM:** I cook the same things as in Russia. Food products taste a bit different. In the course of time, I learned to trust the quality of Finnish food and became satisfied. I can cook everything. I added some items of the Finnish cuisine [to my repertoire]: Karelian pies, salmon soup, sausage soup, puree soups, shchi [cabbage soup] with cream, potatoes baked with salmon and cream ([Fin.] laattiko), Finnish herring (marinated differently). As a rule, we do not buy ready-made meals, sometimes sandwiches if we are suddenly hungry when we are in town, ([Fin.] kolmioleipi), smoked or baked and cut beef, grilled chicken, this may happen. We usually cook at home or go to restaurants.

**BA:** Still today I buy Estonian smetuna [sour cream]; in the first period after arrival, I missed it tremendously, because I didn’t know that “Estonian” stores existed. I also buy mayonnaise, unsalted butter, and sometimes gushchjonka [Rus., condensed milk]. I borrowed pancakes with spinach from the Finnish cuisine:) I do not buy ready-made meals! Only baked buns from Lidl:)

**ES:** I miss tvarog and fish. White fish is not accessible here; one can buy it only as frozen blocks or it is very, very expensive. Among Finnish culinary recipes, I make siskonmakkaraketo, lohikeito [Fin. sausage soup, salmon soup; in the original essay written with spelling mistakes], different cream dressings. Sometimes I only buy different laattiko [Fin. casserole; written with spelling mistakes] and Karelian pies.

**LP:** We borrowed peruna latiko, makaroni latiko [Fin. potato/macaroni casserole; written with spelling mistakes].

**MC:** It [my cooking], is sort of half and half [Russian and Finnish]. The Russian culinary practice has changed. However, we always experimented back in Russia, we did it with soups and salads. Now, we try to do something new with stews.

After migration, traditional dishes undergo various changes, because some of the ingredients are either nowhere to find or taste different. That is why some participants complain that bread does not taste like bread, fish is not the same as at home, and even water taste is not the same, so your tea does not taste like the tea you are used to. That is why immigrants often discuss ways to replace foods they miss or where to buy products that taste like those left in their country of origin.
Food inspires imagination and creativity. Very few people remain neutral in evaluating it. The materiality of food does not concern only its physical characteristics (whether appealing to human senses or disturbing them), but also packaging and inscriptions. Seeing a familiar picture or a word in one’s mother tongue on a jar or can in an otherwise alien world may be a reminder of partially forgotten events of one’s childhood and may trigger a synesthetic reaction in the body and soul. Language contributes to conceptualizing and formulating what is a living tradition. It helps us understand why and what sort of people are searching to nourish their wholeness.

Food is perhaps one of the most stimulating thematic fields in which individuals feel themselves without usual restrictions when they talk to interviewers belonging to their in-group. When speaking to members of the host society the strategy may change and acceptance of the local cuisine is perceived as proof of loyalty to the dominant culture of the welcoming societies. Talking to members of the in-group immigrants often resort to exaggeration of the differences between “our” and “their” foods appearing to be more demanding than the average consumer.

**YU:** No riazhenka, no tasty tvorog, bread is not always tasty either (it has also deteriorated in Russia), no ice cream of the right taste (too sweet, and in Russia as well); generally speaking, the taste of all food products is different (no tasty tomatoes, cucumbers are rarely tasty, the apples are different). Maybe only beetroot, swede, carrots, potatoes, pumpkins and onions are good.

**KF:** First, I was against all Finnish sausages, both small and big [Rus. sardel’ki, sosiski], now, I have changed my mind. I am afraid that Finns eat too many sweets, always, everybody, everywhere. Before coming to Finland, I never ate that many sweet things, everything changed here). Altogether, I like Finnish food, especially bread and cheeses.

**EG:** The salted butter is not always right!!! You absolutely cannot make custard for cakes with it!!!

**PL:** White bread remains fresh for too long, so I prefer Estonian white bread. Mayonnaise, salads, etc., are all wrong, so is salami. Dairy and meat products fit my taste.

As mentioned earlier, different generations have different attitudes toward foodways, and their narratives reveal diverse habits of preparing and eating food. For the younger participants, food remains the strongest cultural bond within the family. Conceptualization of the self goes through what a person consumes and how the food is prepared. Critique of the welcoming society is most evident in the descriptions of the “strange” food that one has to eat outside the home. The Estonian food stores and Estonian culinary culture combine many traditions and serve all needs of the diverse Russian-speaking community. Parents and grandparents are associated with specific dishes that form the family culinary repertoire. The culinary practices have symbolic meaning, intensifying in the situation of migration: it is the memory of food and food of memory. School and friends have certain influence on the habits. Traditions of feasts differ on different occasions (some are Russian or ours, some are Finnish or hybrid). Indeed, the cultural mixture is already a fact. In most cases, rationalism and tolerance prevail.

Food becomes a strong component of identity when the wholeness of the self is disturbed and endangered by contact with other groups, in particular when these groups are more numerous and powerful. And this is why in immigration the tendency of human beings to mark their membership in a culture or a group by asserting the specificity of what they eat and defining the difference of others (Fischler, 278) comes out stronger than in other contexts.

**“Russian” Food Stores in the Diaspora: Their Economic and Symbolic Value**

Food nostalgia (Reid et al.) is a sentiment that arises when we reminisce about or long for certain foods from our past. It is a powerful emotional connection to the flavors, smells, and experiences associated with specific dishes or meals that we enjoyed during our childhood or significant periods of our lives. Food nostalgia is often triggered by familiar tastes and aromas that evoke memories and emotions. It can be influenced by cultural and regional cuisines, family recipes, favorite snacks, holiday meals, or even specific restaurants or food
establishments. For immigrants, it is a way to connect with their personal history and find comfort in the familiar. The nostalgic food experiences often have the power to transport humans back in time and evoke a sense of warmth, happiness, and a longing for “simpler” and happier times. Food companies and restaurants often tap into food nostalgia by reintroducing or reimagining classic recipes and flavors from the past. This approach allows them to capitalize on the emotional connection people have with certain foods, sparking interest and a desire to relive those cherished culinary moments. Although food nostalgia is a deeply personal and universal experience, it also helps to indulge in the past and find comfort in the familiar flavors of yesteryear.

Food nostalgia is often mentioned in immigrants’ narratives, and this explains the popularity of “Russian food stores” selling goods imported from places as diverse as Baltic States and Moldova, Georgia, and Kazakhstan, Ukraine and Siberia, Poland, and Czech Republic. While political relations between Russia and some FSU countries are complicated and marked by conflict, “Russian” food stores continue flourishing. Moreover, despite the ongoing war in Ukraine and anti-Russian sanctions, one can still see goods imported from Russia in them. It is not common, but our ethnographic diaries give examples of people avoiding goods of “the enemy.” Thus, one of us witnessed a customer refusing to buy chocolate bars despite a discount, because they were made in the factory of a “chocolate hair,” a derisive nickname of the former president of Ukraine, Petr Poroshenko. The war in Ukraine has created a rift between émigrés from Russia and Ukraine in many diasporic communities, which is manifested in different ways, including consumption patterns (Figure 2).

“Russian” food stores, such as the European chain Mix Markt launched in Germany, have become an integral part of the economic market throughout Europe. Émigrés nourish their feelings and nostalgias with their favorite products such as birch-tree juice, sparkling wine, still called “Soviet Champagne,” chocolate Aliouka, Baltika beer, sushi (small dry bagels), and canned food (cf. Gronow). According to Richter (“Baltika statt Beck’s.”), the five top-sold products in these stores are sunflower seeds, chocolates imported from Moscow, black tea, buckwheat, and vodka. This list almost coincides with the results of our fieldwork. Talking about their favorite foods, Russian speakers often repeat the slogan used by food producers in different countries: The taste we’ve known since our childhood. In fact, food nostalgia is an integral part of missing the homeland and idealizing one’s childhood and youth. This is how an émigré living in Italy describes the opening of a Russian-Ukrainian store in Bologna:

**MM:** My soul suffering from nostalgia waited for this event. I missed eggplant mousse. I tasted kvass [fermented beverage made from rye bread], which I hadn’t drunk for five years. I drank it from a bottle in the car, and I am not ashamed of this. Italians reacted in an interesting way. How can you explain the difference between kefir and rjazhenka? My Italian boyfriend liked tvorog and pickled cucumbers made our style. And tortellini russi, which means pelmeni.

Development of IT contributed to the transnational nature of Russian-language economies. Relying primarily on informal contacts, businesspeople launch projects that involve people residing in Russia and CIS countries and diasporans in different corners of the world. Among these projects are the delivery of familiar foods and objects of ethnic crafts to the “Russian stores” and conducting festivals and “weeks of Russian cuisine” which were held in Paris, Luxemburg, Ankara, and other cities. There are also numerous culinary master classes. Some of them are held in restaurants and culinary studios, but since the beginning of the pandemic, many of these events have been carried out online, involving ever bigger audiences. Culinary master classes target professionals and amateurs and teach Russian cuisine, as well as French, Italian, Japanese, Indian, and other Asian cuisines (e.g., tamaki.ru/master-classes, courseburg.ru/lonlayn_master_klass_klassika_francozskoy_kuhni-c6072-10.html, relax.com.ua/master-class/italian-cuisine, retrieved 15 November 2022). After the Russian war in Ukraine started, culinary classes of Ukrainian and Russian borshch received new followers (svoboda.org/a/31936500.html).

Besides the diversity of geographic origin of goods, Russian stores display a diversity of languages. While price tags are usually in Russian and in the local language, labels demonstrate a much bigger variety, covering

---

3 Note that masterclasses of Italian cuisine were held in Kiev but were advertised in Russian by the Kiev-based company “Relax, event and travel service.”
the whole territory of the former Soviet Union, as well as countries of Eastern Europe. Chiaro and Rossato point out that descriptions of food form the core of our identity travel across languages and cultures. The body of translations regarding culinary practices is growing, and phenomena related to eating are omnipresent. Notably, in many countries, almost all labels on edible goods are multilingual. However, Lemivaara-Khouettekulova showed that in Tajikistan, only local food is exempt from inscriptions, whereas some languages (e.g., Russian) designating the producer and/or the client are more prestigious than others. It means that pictures and letters stand in ambiguous interrelation and may provide visual allusions for the targeted consumer. Another example is Latvian exported foods: e.g., the label on canned salmon sold in Israeli non-kosher stores names the product in Russian but also has an English inscription “The best of Riga” to make the brand more prestigious. Geographic names on the packaging, e.g., salat po-tashkentski (Tashkent-style salad), baklazhany po-gruzinski (egg-plants Georgian style), and the use of diminutive and endearing suffices sukhariki [little rusks], as well as allusions to childhood vkusno kak u babushki [as tasty as granny’s cooking], contribute to the feelings of belonging.

Many Russian dishes, appetizers, in particular, use mayonnaise, which often surprises and even shocks Westerners. On the other hand, mayonnaise available in Western grocery stores seldom satisfies Russian tastes, so diasporans prefer buying it in Russian stores. Prices in Russian stores are not lower than in local grocery stores; just the opposite, many émigrés complain that they are quite high, but this does not stop émigrés from shopping there.

Figure 2: Antiwar sentiments in the diaspora are expressed in a multitude of ways. An Israeli company producing pel’meni paraphrased the pacifist slogan of the American counterculture of the 1960s: “Make love not war” turning it into “Make pelmeni not war” (photo courtesy of Varvara Preter).
Let us now compare four packages of fermented dairy products from Estonia, a country with a significant minority of Russian speakers (Figure 3). The first one contains rjazenka, and the name is written in the Roman script in Estonian and highlighted by bold font. Then, comes the name in the Russian Cyrillic without highlighting. The backside explains in both languages that the product is fermented baked milk. The second package presents the product as originally Kyrgyz. Both inscriptions, the Roman script transliteration and the Cyrillic version (Kyrgyz uses Cyrillic script) are of the same size, but the Kyrgyz word is written wrongly (it should be кымыч), which indicates that this is a stylized Russian word. The proverb beneath is declared to be a Kyrgyz one, but is written in Estonian and Russian, and so is the description on the backside. The explanation reports that this is fermented baked cow milk, whereas kumys is a dairy product usually produced from mare’s milk. The third package, hapupiim in Estonian, is sour milk, prostokvasha in Russian, and the Russian word appears on the backside only. The fourth package (hapukoor is translated as smetana) comes from a different milk factory and has an Estonian inscription only. It remains unclear whether the producers using different...
languages on packaging address the Russian-speaking minority in their own country, potential buyers abroad, or just want to be multilingual.

The interplay of the Soviet heritage and today’s design is present in the look of pelmeni packages. The German producer “Monolith” offers Pelmeni/Teigtaschen Avangardnije and Hinkali/Chinkali/Xinka.xi – Russian and Georgian varieties of dumplings. The names presumably target speakers of different languages, and the brand name reads “Cuisine of the peoples of the USSR” (Figure 4). This reminds consumers of the glorious international past of the big country. The product is sold outside Russia. Dumplings made of turkey meat and produced by “Germes” (Bavaria) have an appealing modern-looking design. A Russian company “Dyadya Vanya” selling processed and pickled vegetables exports it to different countries and is popular among co-ethnics. The

Figure 5: Caucasian and Central-Asia cuisines are popular outside their homes. As a heritage of the Soviet times, restaurants, and takeaways with it can be found in every country of the FSU and in various countries where Russian speakers have settled.
name of the brand alludes to A. Chechov's play. This is how the choice of the brand's name is explained on the company's website: "Dyadya Vanya has an image of a good and decent person. Just imagine Dyadya Vanya and it brings to memory your home which you left a long time ago but where sometimes you want to return so much," dyadya-vanya.ru/brand.

The multicultural Russian state binds various cultures together, and some dishes are still linked to their historical origin, although they are widely used (Figure 5). So, eating khinkali and lobio people remember that they come from Georgia, dolma is from Armenia, and manty are from Central Asia. Preparation of these special dishes, in particular on festive occasions, supports self-affirmation. Cooking is an integral part of a community life (cf. von Poser).

In countries where “Russian” food stores have numerous clients, such as Germany and Israel, not only goods imported from the former Soviet Union have nostalgic names, but also the locally produced ones, for example, doktorskaya kolbasa [doctor's sausage], kabachkovaya ikra [zucchini caviar], Ukrainskii khleb [Ukrainian bread], zephyr v shokolade [chocolate coated marshmallow], Kievskii tort [Kyiv cake], and many others. Even if the taste of these foods differs from what immigrants remember from their childhood, the names serve to stir good memories. These names appeal both to individual experiences and also to cultural experience, which triggers a similar response in members of the immigrant group that helps to maintain a shared cultural identity (Holak; Holak et al.).

Conclusion

One of the most accessible cross-cultural communication topics in which one can steer away from politics and ideologies is talking about food; yet it can also provoke sensitive discussions. Food is a universal language that transcends borders and brings people together. This type of communication occurs while cooking, eating, recalling the past, and attempting to connect the various eras of existence. People learn new vocabulary and ways of expressing nutrient components through eating. Migrants need to acquire new words and internalize new concepts when talking about food. Emotions triggered by cooking and consuming foods call for social sharing (Riley and Paugh). Moreover, the visual side of serving dishes contributes to the mutual understanding of cultures (Mortezaei).

Representing different combinations of cultures, Russian-speaking immigrants live through intercultural communication while buying, preparing, serving, and eating food. All these stages of reflection, acceptance or rejection of the alien, and maintaining one's own habits are essential for self-perception and new conceptualization of the world where migrants came to live. Food nostalgia is widespread among immigrants, and as many participants in this project conclude, it does not pass with time completely (cf. Protassova and Yelenevskaya). In many cases, it is mixed with nostalgia for childhood and youth, and family members left behind or long gone. These feelings familiar to most people may be particularly intense in immigration. Memories of “our” and “native” foods are charged with emotions, and maintenance of the old eating habits is part of immigrants’ attempts to reconstruct past experiences and the environment in which they feel comfortable. Internet discussions about Russian food outside the nation provide numerous examples of reflections about the self in the in-group and the self in an out-group. They suggest that food preferences are an integral part of individual and group identity.

The Internet has become an essential tool of transnational ties for dispersed immigrant communities, and Russian speakers are no exception. Russian-language culinary portals and blogs are frequented by people residing in different corners of the world, discussing healthy nutrition, exchanging recipes, and sharing culinary experiences. People in the metropolis display curiosity about the foodways of their compatriots abroad and are eager to learn about success and failures of the Russian cuisine in the world. Although flaming on these sites is relatively rare, they frequently reveal the division between us and them. The division lines differ; sometimes, we are all Russian speakers, irrespective of citizenship or the country of residence; but sometimes we implies those who stayed at home and they are all those who left their home country. Yet, more often than not, the atmosphere on the culinary sites is amicable, uniting participants by common interests in gastronomy, and common language and cultural background.
The fact that immigrants place their beloved foods and dishes on top of the list when they enumerate constituent parts of the Russian culture, before the Russian literature, nature landscapes, language, and history, speaks a lot about their “soul.” Even though the former nutritional habits were unhealthy, and following the current trend immigrants try to eat differently, they are not always ready to give up their favorite dishes. Tasty food makes us feel comfortable wherever we live.
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